Turabian Style

NOTES-BIBLIOGRAPHY STYLE
(Bibliography Style)

Bibliography style requires a (1) Superscript Number to signal a referenced item and identify the (2) corresponding Note (either a footnote or endnote); and (3) Bibliography (list of sources) at the end of your paper. The first citation to a source is a full Note (see footnote 1, below). Subsequent citations are shortened (e.g., Turabian, 155). Use ibid. to cite a consecutive, identical source on the same page (see below).

The Bibliography contains the “same information contained in a full note,” but is formalized (e.g., sections are separated by periods vs. a Note’s commas; authors listed by last names first).” Compare the following Bibliography entry with the Note at the bottom of this page:


Other bibliography options: Selected Bibliography (not all works cited are listed) and Annotated Bibliography (briefly describes, comments on the work) [16.2.2., 148].

PARENTHETICAL CITATIONS-REFERENCE LIST STYLE
(Reference List Style)

Reference List Style signals source information within parenthesis next to the referenced item in an abbreviated style (Turabian 2013, 136). This is similar to MLA’s in text style of signaling a source.

The accompanying reference list entry has all the details for the source (author, date, full title, publication information). For example:


Both the standard Bibliography] and the Reference List entries:

- include an entry for each work cited in your paper and offer the option of including other sources consulted, but not used
- are presented in hanging indent style
- start on a new page at the end of the paper’s text and . . .
- continue the text’s pagination
- list entries in alphabetical order by author and . . .
- single space entry and double between entries

1. Kate L. Turabian, A Manual for Writers of Research Papers, Theses, and Dissertations: Chicago Style or Students and Researchers, 8th ed., (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2013), 136. [This is the look and location of a Notes-Bibliography Style footnote.]

2. Ibid. [Same source and page as above.]

3. Ibid., 155. [Same source as above, but a different page.] 2-28-2015